Russian word krasnyi, meaning "red," is closely related to krasiv_vi, "beautiful," yet Mars, the Red Star, to which Leonid, the main character of the novel, flies on an eteronef, a starship propelled by minus-materiia (minusmatter, an antigravitational substance, somewhat similar to Wells' Cavorite) is frightening and chromatically disturbing to him. The vegetation is red, since a red substance takes the place of chlorophyll; but the red leaves diffuse a painfully bright light through the enormous windows of Martian homes, and the blue glass ceilings of Martian bedrooms do not seem conducive to human repose but to ugliness.
Such a feeling for landscapes and architecture would not be unusual in a science-fiction novel: SF readers are accustomed to every conceivable combination of strange or dreadful elements composing alien planets. However, it is quite unusual for a novel like The Red Star, written not only as a classical utopian tale but, what is more, written by a Bolshevik revolutionary three years after the 1905 Revolution and describing a world where socialism was achieved many generations ago. One would imagine such a novel would provide an occasion for a revolutionary leader, a philosopher of science, and a socialist dreamer to present a beautiful image of the world of socialism, but The Red Star shows such complex and interlocking contradictory features that doubts might arise about the utopian significance of the whole construction. ' Bogdanov was himself one of the most interesting figures of the revolutionary movement leading to the 1917 October Revolution. As Lenin's friend and companion in the early stage of Bolshevik political activity, and as Lenin's rival later, his cultural influence on the revolutionary movement was outstanding.5 In spite of that, his name is little known even inside the Soviet Union, his works-like most works by the revolutionary "heretics" before the end of the 1920s-have been put into the "hell" of zakrytyi fond (closed stacks) of Soviet libraries.
Aleksandr Aleksandrovich Malinovskii (Bogdanov was only the best known of the many pseudonyms he used on the underground work) was born in 1873 to a teacher in Tula. Already in the local high school he conceived a harsh hatred against institutionalized culture and official power. He studied natural sciences in Moscow, but was arrested during a student rebellion in
